
Student of the Month - January 2024

Mrs Brown Corey Calder Home Committed
Turning up to every JUB session and 

making a huge improvement in your skills.

Mrs Watt Kiera Crouch Douglas Enthusiastic

Kiera has worked exceptionally hard 

throughout S3 and has demonstrated 

great enthusiasm for all aspects of the 

course. Her drawing and painting skills 

are excellent and she is always positive 

about the help and advice she is given.

Miss Brotherston Elise Field Scott Committed

I have been so impressed by your 

commitment to the Admin unit. You have 

picked up the skills so well, flew through 

the tasks and helped others when they 

have been unsure. Well done!

Mrs Hill Riki Pitman Douglas Committed

Riki - you always work hard in Business, 

contributing to class discussions and 

staying focused on tasks.  Well done!

Mrs Darling Beau Watson Scott Committed

Beau works really hard in computing. The 

work she produces is of a really high 

standard and she is really talented when 

it comes to game creation and our 

current animation topic. Well done Beau!  

Ms Yates Owen Weir Douglas Committed

Owen is very committed to focusing on, 

and engaging with, his work even when 

he has missed some elements.   Owen's 

commitment pays off as his work is 

always of a good standard!

Mrs Marchand Hamish Wight Douglas Committed
Hamish has produced some great work 

during the Piskel animation topic.

Mrs Dalton Jack Beal Home Committed
Impressed with Jack’s effort and 

continued commitment to Higher Maths.

Mrs Kenneally Finlay Clark Home Committed

Finlay you have been working really hard 

in Maths and you have been rewarded by 

a huge improvement in your prelim result 

from your Checkpoint 1.  You should be 

really proud of yourself - well done and 

keep it up!

Mrs Ford Kiera Farmery Douglas Committed
Kiera always behaves well and got full 

marks in the Maths assessment.
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Student of the Month - January 2024

Mrs Patterson Luke Angus Scott Committed

Working hard within Advanced Higher 

Geography and pushing himself when 

completing outcomes in Travel and 

Tourism. 

Miss Grant Martha Cochrane Douglas Committed
Excellent results in your History 

assessment!

Mr Meadows Rowan Harrison Scott Committed
For achieving an excellent score in his 

Henry VIII assessment. 

Dr Koita Iona Megson Home Committed

For the tremendous effort you have put in 

throughout your National 5 course. You 

have thoroughly earned the A1 grade that 

you achieved in your prelim.

Miss Ralston Katie Simmonds Scott Committed

For settling into Geography so well after 

moving school and being committed to 

keep up with the class. This showed in 

your prelim. Very well done!

Mr Leiper Rayna Clark Douglas Committed

Throughout the year Rayna has worked 

hard to improve her skills in English. This 

has culminated in a very impressive 

critical essay.

Miss Currie Travis Craig Douglas Committed

You have continually pushed yourself to 

attain  in all tasks in class  and showed a 

dedication to your Reading Log and 

enhancement of reading skills.

Mrs Rowson Jennifer Macaulay Scott Committed

You have really stepped up to the plate 

since N5 and are making excellent 

progress at Higher.  You always try your 

best and performed well in the recent 

prelims - well done!

Mrs Ford Riki Pitman Douglas Respectful
Riki is always polite and works really hard 

in class.

Mrs Hughes Ellie Ryman Home Committed
For getting an A in your Media prelim! 

Woop Woop! Well done Ellie.

Mr Huffman Riley Simpson Scott Committed
For always putting in a top effort, and 

producing high-quality work.

Mr McNeil Erin Younger Douglas Committed

Your prelim shows that you have studied 

effectively and improved on section 1 of 

your written analysis paper. 
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Student of the Month - January 2024

Mr Mabon Holly Mabon Douglas Committed

For being the first student in at least 20 

years to achieve 100% in both the 

practical and written paper in her prelim.

Miss Waszyrowska Callum Reid Douglas Committed

Callum has been working really diligently 

in music recently showing great 

commitment and enthusiasm in the 

subject. He's been proactive by learning 

really difficult pieces and pushing himself 

on both of his instruments - keep it up, 

well done!

Miss Morison Erin Blaikie Home Committed

Most improved result from October 

assessment to January assessment. Well 

done.

Mrs Stokes Andrew Brydon Home Committed
Excellent effort and talent shown in the 

S3 Chemistry exam, well done!

Dr Barker Eloise Fleming Home Committed
Continued effort in Biology leading to 

excellent attainment in the prelim.

Mr Watson Jamie Mein Douglas Committed

Jamie has put in excellent effort since 

the start of the year and his attainment 

has improved immensely by getting an A 

in the unit 1 assessment.

Mrs Addie Liam Richardson Douglas Enthusiastic

Liam, you've worked so well in 

beekeeping. You are always motivated, 

try your best and have developed a 

fantastic knowledge of the course. Well 

done in achieving an A in your last 

assessment!

Dr Rogerson Ted Stewart Scott Committed Great result in the S3 Chemistry exam.

Mrs Taylor Logan Yule Scott Supportive

You are a great support for your partner 

during practical lessons.  Many thanks for 

helping your partner. 

Miss McAleece Platon Boiko Douglas Enthusiastic

I have been impressed by your enthusiasm 

in RME.  Your answers have shown very 

good understanding of  the subject and 

good reasoning skills too.  You clearly 

enjoy learning and exploring the complex 

ideas that we have been studying and this 

is reflected in your work.

Mrs Tharme Reuben Steven Douglas Committed

You are working very hard in Maths and 

this is giving you increased confidence. 

Well done.
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Student of the Month - January 2024

Miss Dunn Destiny Hume Home Enthusiastic

Destiny, you have been absolutely 

outstanding in the current Basketball 

block. You have continuously pushed 

yourself out of your comfort zone and 

tried your hardest in every lesson. Well 

done Destiny, keep this up!

Mr Murray Anna Mabon Scott Committed

Anna has committed to improving her 

fitness in PE. She gives maximum effort in 

every lesson to ensure progress is made. 

Well done.

Mrs Morrison Riki Pitman Douglas Enthusiastic

Riki has been giving 100% effort in the 

fitness suite.  He also attends the fitness 

suite during his lunch breaks to maximise 

his training frequency.
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